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QUALITY PROGRAM – OVERVIEW 
 
 
Southworth is committed to an effective quality assurance program that embraces the 
philosophy of cradle to grave quality control.  The manager of quality assurance is directly 
responsible for the overall quality of our products and is supported by a quality assurance 
team which consists of people from each of company disciplines - product and manufacturing 
engineering, purchasing, production, sales and customer service departments. 
 
While Southworth is not ISO 9000 certified, it does meet the intent of the certification in that 
quality control procedures are documented and monitored by the quality assurance 
department. The design engineering department includes a quality assurance team leader 
who verifies that product design conforms to customer specifications and meets all 
engineering requirements. The designs are then reviewed by manufacturing engineering to 
verify that all production processes and requirements are met.   
 
To ensure that purchased materials and components conform to specifications, Southworth 
has developed long-term relationships with suppliers based on shared objectives.  By 
including vendors in quality discussions, we have ensured that components and materials of 
the highest quality are provided and delivered on time.   
 
At final assembly all products are inspected and tested to ensure conformance to drawing 
and customer requirements. Specifically, powered equipment such as lifts and tilting devises 
are weight tested with capacity loads.    
 
Warranty issues that may arise are dealt with swiftly to get the customer back in service 
quickly. This minimizes the negative impact on our customer’s operations. Many warranty 
claims lead to formal action taken internally by the quality assurance team to ensure that the 
root cause of the problem is identified and corrective action is taken to prevent the possibility 
of a recurrence. 
 
Southworth subscribes to the philosophy that "quality" is everybody's job and that the 
relentless pursuit of excellence in everything we do distinguishes us from our competitors. 
 

 
 

 


